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Problems of

Tn a Comnarative

Chine

eacninm literature". noses some rroblems which are of

t ortance to teache

in any one mind if we sneak of

their staents. _rp2}- no ambiguity

ink i nese or "teaching mathmaties".

We know that what is imnlieu is a fairly direct rela ionshi tJ twecn the

her, a body of knowlede to be x licated by him agreed

upon patt rns of ling., *stic analysis or mathmrLtical formulation, and his

stud ts. rudents learn the materials which have been structured

their teacher i.n some easily digested and Progressive fa

The abstr ction dl tur, differs from "language "mathmatics'

in imrortant ways. 7f literature is works of rioetr,r, fiction, drama, and

- other verbal structures ich rest to as examnies, then it is not

Possible to "teach" literature. Literature is read by in ividuals. Vnat

teachers do is to encourage students to read as widely and in as organize:

a fashion as possible. The teacher offers methods of annroach, et his

methods are not likely to be as oblectively centered as those used by the

langu5 7e teacher or t. e nnathmatician.

DenendinfT upon the level and background of the students, some

annroaches are clearly more relevant than ._ °hers My students aft the

Cni ester, for example. are interested in Chinese Literature

in Translation as a means of broadenin; th eir of World Litera-

ture, or they are interested in the sub, _ct as an adjunct to their

sTnidies in Chinese History. n ly, my students have a good

knowledge of English and American Literature, and occasionally tney have

baeku

le-

cognate Western literary traditions. All have at

with the JL eo -C r t5.ari bible, anal recently



a growi

Me last '5oned rour incluUe smo- arnroa-

c

fan: 11C'.2 from 1- to time studen s rationa:lize their tact of anr : a-

We some 0- to c-f,r, etc of Fat

rcrtic-- - thor, of Jaran in r

non-

; Cis

on .,tudies with statements alout the imnossihilitv of West

understandinr-; such a un que and exotic tralition as the Chinese.

lem to determine how one may make

The

for one's st1-.dent, to

utilize all they have learnei to a'nroac`I Chinese literature,

roint out to rho stuclentn who nrefpr to use exoticism an an excuse

ack of arrlica_ on that the ultimate tion of that tendency

y, and finally toward ais toward dehumanization of the ob,lect of

denial of the possibility of learn__

we already know.

I should stress

anythinr which is different from wh

nointing ou and rarall

Western and Chinese Literature doer not imrly any insistence uric n

ntity or necessary influences. It does imply that similar methods of

analysis will very often be equally fruitful tools in understanding Western

and Chinese Literature.

The kinds of literary critical methods I find to be most heinful to

my students are those which are internretive and structural. It is relevant

to my students whether the author of a narticular novel was someone who

lived in 1700 or 1800, and whether the work is a joint Drocluction or two

or more authors, or nrescnts a rarticular version of a tradition, but _-

do not need to read complex textual- historical studies. The materials the

students must use to approach the tradition are translations and a few

incisive articles in specialist journals.



veil

oth the sinolo-' who 1) es articles -P nod ,lournals and ti

translator nave an auaience mind when they write or translate,

from the a jience which enrolls in our

is schol and his works are

The sinolo writes for

cnilv oriented

and freighted with the necessarily heavy documentation and esoteric scholarly

annaratus suitable to audience of insiders. translator is under

sure from the market and his editors who wish to sell books to

produce interesting and readable translations which will arrrrnal ,to the

browser and the curious. The nroblems presented to the student of Chinese

Literature in Translation are closely tied to the limitations of translation

and translators.iple inaccurncez are not insuperable obstacles; as long

as the inaccuracies and ommissionsdo not critically affect the overall content

short story or novel, it is still possible for the student to attempt

to analyse motifs, themes, not lines, and to a large extent characteri-

zation. Structural features will be a- arent in most translations,

example in the Ming short vernacular works, even if all of the prelude

stories are not translated, and if much of the verse is left out. It is

when analysis attennts to reach beyond overt feat res, to discuss questions

of style, thematic characterization, or thematic structure involving the

operation of motifs' and verbal signals throughout an entire novel or poem

that we begin to reach the alti gate limits of the translators' art.

First let me discuss what udents attemnt to do with analysis

of more overt features in fiction, and finally I will discuss attempts we

have made at more complicated kinds of literary analysis.

In comparing overt similarities between his own tradition and the

Chinese tradition the extent of knowledge the student possesses concerning

the Western tradition i extremely important. He shoul be familiar with

at least some of the peat and persevering themes of World 1 iterature tthe



C.J. \liven

visits to narao_

st -tories, detective s

One can not assume this knowledge on

The presentation

n

m or roll: le

rt of onl's studen

stori0s love

, etc,

nslated mate 'al and sunpl0mentary readings

in !'in and non-Ch nerve cultu ral t ions is t 'cal.

is to begin e_ dning Chinese literary ,,.7ors

ll el structures in litera

e point

student

early examPles o4 clisnl aced mirth and

ritual natterns,for example, he must f- introdUeed_to similar kinds

of studies concerned with non- e literary traditions. T"y student

read' Theodore Gaster for a la iy and theoretical orientation,

and in conjunction with this they ections from 'Northrop `'rye's

Anatomy of Cr± icis n1, and Otto hank's :'"vt of the Bi 1 of the Hero.

they read selections from Bredon and ;,,,etronano !eon Year, and from

Fitzg ld's Cultural f China. The students' next adings are

summaries of legena, concerning the overthrow of the Hsia Dynasty by the

ung Dynasty, and King l u's lign Against King Chou seleced excerwt,

Water ifiargin (Jackson's translation of,tthe Shui Hu Chuan), Changes i

Li Family Village by Chao Shu-li, and the opera The Whitehaired din

The next topic in the course is the journey motif, and we begin with

readings from Eliade's Shamanism. Next come readings from Son of the

South Davitvi kes' translations from the Ch'u Tz'u, and Arthur Waley's

commentaries on the Tine Songs. We are then in a noition to read variations

on the theme of the shamanistic trip; "The Shang Lin Park" by Ssu -ma Hsiang-

ju translated by Burton Watson in Anthology of Chinese erati-

Rescues His Mother From Hell", in Arthur aley's Ballads ana. Stories From

Tunhuang, and Chien Nu bi Hun Chi (Chien Ni 's Soul wanders), in both the

ang prose version and the Yuan dramatic version (my own translations),

to see how the pattern appears

structures.

shed motif in more heterogeneous



Thirdly mation

Pared exam- more comnlex flare: in he Chinese fiction

trad ,tion, pro blems of structure We begin

an i arly r ynas ty literary tale by i.i Ch

ul of C- IA Yin -hua translation). tale re Presents one of the

the studen is

close 1-eadlng

"Return of the

of 'blot struc

-ales of closel'r tten na7rative.I kn terms

which includestale belongs to a large group of

viously mentioned Chien s Soul Wanders. A young couple are be

in early childhood, and sometime later the girl'

mother, repudiates the agreement.

Possible by use of a deus ex such

ents or Parent, usually

y outcome for the de

Buddhist re-in-:arna -ion motif,

the Shamanistic- Taoistic motif of the wandering soul,

of r °viva.l from death.

,otif
any case th re is a hanny ending, the on- position

older generation is ovrcome, and a new social COSM is established

the joyful couple. In overt terms, there is a point Cif convergence here

bet-Teen the tresentation of the comic theme on the macro social level,

illustrated in stories such as King Wu's CamPaign Against

fly 1

anges

and White ~:herein the entir- society is

given a new life and all or as many as possible of the groins n the old

society are integrated into the new, and th presentation of the same theme

on a micro = cosmic level: foundation of a new social unit.

7:ore specific analysis of thematic structure of this particular

story is possible. There are at least three levels of structure to the

narrative; (1) Overt plot e.nd theme structure (2) Patterns of literary

allusions integral, to the plot, (3) Less obvious atterns of verbal imagery

and action related to the specific the of this particular story. Given a

fairly decent translation students find no problem in comprehending the

organization on Level (I) , and with sufficient infornatic n about the literary

allusions placed throughout the story, organization a.t Level (2) is likewise



amnle, t the bet:

u'
-1ho

allusi- to be __

)it of dif iculty occur, as do allusions to success-

ful rebellions 4y lovers rental author such as Ssu-ms HsianJ-

and Cho Wen-ehlUn. As the story moves into a descrintion of the conflict

between betr couple and the /7. l's mother, allusions to the

hsiang Chi become freeuent, to the extent that the earlier story becomes

a

---
determining structural element in this rose narrative. fore than one

scene from the drama is almost paranhrasea in the story, and presented

in such a to increase enam or raise the ectations of the

reader. At the same time, the author c _tinues to develop his natterns

of less structurally dominant allusions: increasingly, the sad fates of

unsuccessful lovers e alluded to in the narrative, until the conflict

section of the story ends with the girl's death, to be followed by her

-incarnation and h riage with her original betrothed.

Level (3) is most easily dealt h in translation through careful

attention to details of characterization. 'ow- do the characters define

themselves by what they say and do? What contrasts are atpa.rent between

the major character.. Finally, how do the various motifs combine

throughout the story to raresent a theme peculiar to this particular work?

After finishing this exercise my students read the two novels Monkey

and Dream o_ Thamb

Though much is excised from the Chinese novel in Arthur Waley's No

it is neve- _iless possible to follow the most i -tant features of plot

and characterization, and enough of the significant motif patterns are pre-

yed in his Inglish version to enable the student to begin to analyse the

narrative in terms of thematic structure. Whatever the student knows con-

cerning journey stories, quests, hero stories, Western Medievil R ances

and hagiography, Buddhi6m, folklore, to mention only a few areas, will be

helpful to himin-atoroaching this very-interesting and heterogeneous Chinese



novel.

-7-

Yhe er17^ n -r- r---he--. and than's

the fact that cur students have two 7nm,lish versions to exanne, they can

really do mush roe interestinr: analysis than would otherwise be rossible.

Given a close explication of the two translations in conjunction with a

literal reading selected rortions from the Chinese, the student can

at least begin to distinguish between stylistic devices of the translator,

such as the very froauent addition of aual1fyini7 adjective phrases in Kuhn's

translation, which can affect characterization seriously, and recurrent

patterns of imaery which are successfully carried across by both trans-

lators and which _notion to delineate character.

Problems of this typo can not be solved for the 7nrIlish reader, but

careful critiques and annotations supplied in dittograph form provide at

least some help to students as they read. Perhans, someday we will have

useful sunplementary annotations nublished in con,lunction with some of the

better translations of imnortant works or the Chinese fiction tradition;

materials prepared with the particular needs and goals of our u.dience of

students.

FOOT 71GTFS

The definition of "comedynused in this paper is that of Northron Frye

in his AnatorT;

2
A convenient translation of this is by LIU Ts'un-yen in Biddhi-t,and

Taoist Influences on the Chinese 7ovel.


